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Performing Critical Voice: On the Relationship of 
Citizenship, Belonging, and the Articulation of 
Contemporary Critiques 
_Abstract  
The current age of migration and mobility has seen a rise in right-wing conservatism 
and renewed nationalisms, against which social and cultural movements have formed 
strong oppositions across Germany. Creative strategies yielded new resilience and 
turned the focus of debates towards new forms of democratic citizenship and new 
ways of signaling belonging. Shaped by the evolution of divided communities, the 
production of culture has become one of the few vehicles through which effective and 
diverse critiques can be articulated in a manner accessible to people of different back-
grounds. 
This account explores how the production of culture has been complicit in molding 
empowered speakers and critical voices from excluded communities. Drawing on my 
2017/18 ethnographic study of the German brass ensemble “Banda Internationale”, 
this paper examines what can be learned about the formation of critical voices through 
music-making. I allude to the processes and practices involved in constituting a criti-
cal voice in music production, performance and activism; discuss how the practices 
in the band relate to the fundamental principles of immanent critique; and raise the 
issue that questions of citizenship and belonging are, without exception, rooted in the 
analysis of how voicing critique becomes possible in a climate that resists and prohib-
its the diverse articulation of subjectivities.  
1_Setting the Stage 
In August 2018, the Dresden Hygiene-Museum1 opened a special exhibition on the 
topic of racism to engage with the structures and effects of systemic oppression.2 In 
doing so, the museum sought to provide a new perspective to the ongoing political 
debates on difference, inclusion and xenophobic discrimination that have marked the 
city of Dresden’s recent history in light of recurrent protests by right-wing conservative 
groups. The exhibition’s opening day resounded pressing debates about different no-
tions of belonging and freedoms of expression when different groups made the event 
their platform. While the exhibition introduced a new debate about racism to the city, 
it also made palpable the frictions between the disputants.  
Controversies surrounded discussions about an incident where journalists’ freedom 
of press was hindered the week prior at a rally by PEGIDA,3 a local far-right political 
movement. The front yard of the museum held a democracy conference, at which par-
ticipants recalled the incident to draw attention to how the impediment of the press’ 
coverage of right-wing extremism insinuates a threat to democratic principles. Speak-
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ers demanded that the exposure of such extremism in the region would lead to uncov-
ering the underlying discriminatory structures that have misrepresented cultural diver-
sity in the city and fueled racist resentment. Participants called for a diversified under-
standing of people’s identities and demanded that politics recognize the validity of dif-
ferent cultural identities and their freedom of speech.  
At the same time, the Identitarian movement, a proclaimed youth organization in 
favor of ethnic nationalism, staged a counter-protest opposite the museum at the Cock-
erwiese. The group claims the legitimacy of ethnopluralism, a popular nationalist con-
cept used by right-wing extremists, to sustain cultural homogeneity in Germany and to 
argue against the co-habitation of different ethnic groups.4 With the slogan “Europa 
Nostra — Identität verteidigen — Heimat bewahren,” which means “our Europe — 
defend identity — preserve the homeland,”5 the group reinforces the notion of “us” 
versus “them” and conceptualizes cultural Others as enemies. Participants of the de-
mocracy conference criticized the Identitarian’s inherent racist tendencies in their de-
bates and made their response heard with the help of the local brass-ensemble Banda 
Internationale. 
Shortly before, the musicians of Banda Internationale had held a workshop at a 
meeting of Saxony’s “school without racism”6 project in the conference halls inside the 
museum. After teaching students how to learn about other cultures through encounters 
with music and dance, band members became part of the protest site. A short concert 
gathered conference and project attendees and other audience to march collectively 
closer to the fenced-in area where the demonstration of the Identitarian movement took 
place. Facing the enclosed protestors, the band played several songs. Surrounded by 
supporters dancing and swinging to their tunes, the ensemble energetically conveyed 
the notion of an open and shared space. The ethics of their activism was to make visible 
the multiplicity of relations, negotiations, and practices of urban multi-culture. It sought 
to demonstrate music as a tool through which participants obtained the ability to claim 
a right to have a part7 regardless of their illegalized identity as migrants. By performing 
as political subjects, band and audience members refused the political message that the 
Identitarians proclaimed and also articulated a critique of the perpetual systemic op-
pression and racism that is part of participants’ everyday life.  
Jacques Rancière has discussed such acts of rebellion (la politique), in which the 
disenfranchised demand a say and act against the way hegemonic structures, which 
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Rancière states are governed by the police (la police) that decides and organizes par-
ticipation, cause exclusion, and voicelessness.8 The activism presented in this encoun-
ter was directed not only at the Identitarians, the visible opponent and representative of 
exclusionist discourse, but also at the larger social structure of Germany’s immigration 
society, its integration debate, and the manner in which it silences and erases the con-
tributions and value of refugees and migrants.  
To gain further insight into how such musical activism like that of Banda Interna-
tionale can be a tool for democratization and inclusion, this article sheds light on the 
potentials for emancipation that are immanent in the needs and practices of the band. 
This discussion contributes to the ongoing debate about the integration of migrants into 
German society through performing alternative acts of citizenship. This notion was de-
veloped by Engin Isin to illuminate how people stage acts of citizenship to “transform 
themselves (and others) from subjects into citizens as claimants of rights.”9 The aim of 
this article is to examine the strategies through which refugee actors refuse to accept 
social exclusion and make themselves visible and make residents their allies via the 
empirical example of the band. To understand how illegalized members of society state 
belonging and perform visibly like citizens, it is necessary to decipher the structural 
barriers that prevent the disenfranchised from having a part.  
I place this discussion within the debate on integration to discern the inner contra-
dictions within the practices of Banda Internationale because it is precisely the concept 
of ‘integration’ that both legitimizes and undermines the group’s activist interventions. 
In the German context, the idea of a multi-culture is always framed as a question of 
Others’ capacity to integrate.10 Hartmut Esser’s understanding of integration is the most 
commonly adapted concept. It describes the social inclusion of foreign individuals on 
the basis of four interrelated factors: (1)the identification with the new society, (2) the 
establishment of personal connections through the interaction with that society’s mem-
bers, and the acquisition of (3) cultural and (4) linguistic competences to be able to 
achieve the latter two.11 The interdependence of Esser’s four factors reveals that inte-
gration has a specific idea of what those who have a part and those who have no part 
in society need to bring to the table. It promises social inclusion but only on the premise 
of the normative principles of assimilation.  
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To understand how the concept of integration influenced the development of the 
band, and what that means for the transformative potential of their work, I utilize crit-
ical theory. According to Craig Browne, critical theory provides the basis for social 
inquiry that means “to identify the potentials for emancipation immanent in the needs 
of subjects [and which] aims to provide an analysis of contemporary society that ap-
prehends its developmental possibilities.”12 Important to critical theory is the concept 
of “immanent critique,” which describes the “tensions between the value horizon of 
programmes of social transformation and the dynamics of institutionalization.”13 It 
makes lucid the tensions between normative principles and empirical development, and 
thus lends itself as a tool to my inquiry into the actions of band members and the dy-
namics of the system in which they operate as musicians.  
Titus Stahl describes immanent critique as “a critique that refrains from using inde-
pendently justified moral principles but instead relies on a reconstruction of the implicit 
normative premises of modern social practices to criticise forms of oppression and 
domination.”14 This approach elevates how the structures of integration impact the way 
in which refugee voices are silenced. At the same time, it allows to decipher how the 
practices of an integration project can lead to transformative action because of its inner 
and social contradictions. Specifically, Stahl’s ‘practice-based’ form of the term invites 
itself to help  
[locate] the norms, which the critique employs, within the rules of common social, 
rather than within shared understandings. [… It] presupposes that the structures 
and modes of interaction in a social community contain — beyond the explicit 
understanding of their participants — immanent normative potentialities [… and] 
assumes that social practices can include normative elements, such as implicit 
rules, conventions or relations of authority or commitment, which a critic can refer 
to in order to justify demands for the change of both the actual practice and the 
explicitly accepted norms of the community.15  
In view of Stahl’s critical theory, this present article provides an analysis of Banda 
Internationale that recognizes its development possibilities and points to the limitations 
of its organization. This case study of the band demonstrates how the disparate notions 
of conviviality16 and discipline that the concept of integration equally insinuates force 
musicians to reproduce the immanent social structures. At the same time, this study 
exposes how the social contradictions of integrationist political activism can lead to 
change.  
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Banda Internationale presents an example for the complex relationship between the 
performance of citizenship and the social requirements for belonging. This present ar-
ticle’s inquiry into the social process of this musical ensemble uses ethnomusicological 
fieldwork methods to explore the links between music and the social experience of 
place that is derived from the production, consumption, and discussion of music.17 The 
immanent tensions within the band project are an example of what ethnomusicologist 
George Lipsitz describes as “the new social movements and their cultural corollaries 
[who] immerse themselves in the contradictions of social life, seeking an immanent 
rather than a transcendent critique.”18 Through their activism, musicians validate the 
rules of their social practice. According to Rancière, in such moments of vulnerability, 
political subjectivities emerge.19 Ethnomusicologist John Street explains that “it is 
where music inspires forms of collective thought and action that it becomes part of 
politics.”20 The case of music in the activism context offers a unique insight into how 
submerged normative principles are given voice through the actions of performers. Eth-
nomusicologist Matt Skakeeny argues that musicians use their voices and instruments 
“as technologies for producing subjectivity, identity, and culture [in activist settings]. 
Their musical practices are forms of social action, and when evaluated as such they 
offer insight into agency as the exercise of, or against power.”21 
The band’s transformation from a loose ensemble into a legal organization is my 
first starting point to address how this evolution pathologically contradicted their ac-
tivist cause and how it forced modifications in practice that could accommodate diverse 
forms of expression instead of silencing them. In the second section, I scrutinize the 
group’s growth from an ‘integration project’ into a band, examining this development 
in terms of the need for material reproduction of that journey and the identities of all 
social actors. To conclude, I discuss the implications of coming to terms with failures 
of activism in understanding ‘integration’ as a process that needs to be viewed and 
reconciled from the perspective of those experiencing borders, displacement, and re-
settlement.  
The research is based on qualitative design. It draws on ethnomusicological field-
work of semi-structured interviews and more than twelve months of participant obser-
vations with the band. My involvement with the band began in 2016 during their last 
performance as an ‘integration project’ under the title Banda Internationale, after which 
I later asked to observe and document their performances at concerts, rehearsal spaces 
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and educational workshops in 2017/18 as part of a broader research project that looks 
into the deconstruction of borders for musical citizenship in Germany. Here, I reflect 
upon how the structures and practices of the band respond to their ethics as musical 
activists to understand the political potential and tensions immanent in their activist 
project ‘for integration.’  
2_Music, Ethics and Citizenship 
In the cultural industry in Germany, theater and other artistic projects have grown in 
volume and responded to heightened debates about belonging and citizenship and in-
terrelations between ‘insiders’ and ‘newcomers.’22 In the context of Dresden, rising 
right-wing and new conservative movements spawned responses from local cultural 
institutions like Banda Internationale. For example, in response to violent encounters 
between neo-Nazis and newly-arrived refugees in Freital, an outer district of the city 
of Dresden,23 then Banda Comunale staged themselves as a band project that is open 
to participation by refugee musicians. After inviting twenty new performers, the group 
concordantly changed its name to Banda Internationale to reflect its members’ diver-
sity of origin during 2016.24  
Banda Internationale is an example of music’s role in activism, which has been 
widely documented throughout history.25 As much as music can serve to make connec-
tions between dissociated cultures, experiences, and contexts, to bridge global and local 
differences, or to raise money for environmental and humanitarian crises, music is also 
deeply entangled in constructing narratives for people.26 Activist movements have em-
ployed music to frame political messages, to accentuate the severity of a social issue; 
or as in ethnomusicologist John Street’s reading of Friedrich Nietzsche’s The Birth of 
Tragedy: “[M]usic’s power lies in its ability to ‘give birth to myth.’[… Because] music 
can be implicated in the most profound of human experience, and as such fuel the pol-
itics that respond to that experience”.27 The political value of music has become most 
visible when attributed as a vehicle of political expression, even though “it is that ex-
pression [itself].”28 He goes on to state that “how music works on us, and how we act 
upon music, are intimately connected to the way we think and act politically.”29 Street’s 
in-depth analysis of the interrelations of music and politics show that musicians follow 
the normative principle of music’s inherent political quality, thus, easily turning the 
performers of its sound into able-voiced practitioners of political speech.  
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The notion of speech through music, and its implications for marginalized individ-
uals loom large in the work of Banda Internationale. Music’s political quality for 
speech is embedded in the band’s moral code and finds itself represented through their 
performances on stage. Part of the band’s work was to promote music as a way of 
engaging with ‘newcomers’ and helping them to settle in the city. This form of artistic 
engagement and community-building evolved in view of controversies surrounding 
refugee accommodation facilities in the city that did not provide humane living condi-
tions or means for social participation to its refugee residents. Continuous demonstra-
tions by right-wing extremists in front of the facilities understood themselves as the 
extension of police to symbolize that refugees have no part in German society. Against 
the exercise of right-wing extremist power, the band drew on their musical perfor-
mances as technologies for producing alliances with refugee residents in front of facil-
ities.  
Inviting refugee audiences to convivial practice of listening and dancing, the band 
lent its toolkit to residents and subverted the hegemonic structures of discipline so that 
illegalized migrants could visibly have a part in communal practice. The disruption of 
the hegemonic positions of right-wing extremists and institutions regarding refugees 
by Banda Internationale can be understood as politics in Rancière’s sense. Helicon 
player Alfred Haberkorn reflects in an interview on the precarity of refugees who were 
confronted with hateful chants by protesting neo-Nazis:  
And it was truly strange to see this [protest], you know, for us this was foreign as 
well. The entire situation there. All these hopeful and, at the same time, completely 
intimidated people [refugees], with whom you could not communicate in any kind 
of way. You know? And, there everything was somehow so uncertain. Just this 
massive mob of Nazis standing there shouting “Get out!” and “We don’t want you 
here!” And […] that is where we played some music and they [the refugees] totally 
loved it […].30 
Alfred’s description shows how he and other musicians of Banda Comunale perceived 
their involvement in Freital as something inherently positive when viewing the devas-
tating conditions in accommodation facilities and the social and political tensions 
around the area. This kind of protest politics signifies the political activism with which 
the band engages to create ways of democratic participation. The group draws on the 
social capital of its audience, a notion with which Robert Putnam describes the “con-
nections among individuals — social networks and the norms of reciprocity and trust-
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worthiness that arise from them”31 to emphasize forms of associational life and to me-
diate the relations between citizens and non-citizens. It suggests the collective perfor-
mance of the right to freedom of expression as an alternative way to justify the partic-
ipation of illegalized migrants. Engin Isin argues that such struggles for the expansion 
of rights  
are irreducibly political struggles that arise from social, economic or cultural con-
ditions in which people are situated. [… It] is important to acknowledge that when 
people enact themselves through such performances or acts — whatever differ-
ences may separate them in values, principles, and priorities — they are perform-
ing citizenship, even those who are not passport-carrying members of the state 
(non-citizens).32 
The band’s collective action focuses on what Mary McThomas describes as “the car-
rying out of civic duties instead of nation-state authorization.”33 The protest against 
discrimination is an activist act that seeks to mediate “the art of being with others, 
negotiating different situations and identities, and articulating ourselves as distinct yet 
similar to others in our everyday lives.”34 However, the structures of Banda Internatio-
nale’s activism as an ‘integration’ project, a legal organization, in 2016 complicated the 
very liberating potential of dynamic articulations of voice through music, which I will 
discuss in the next section. 
3_Musical Activism as a Corporate Entity 
At the end of 2015, the band encountered unanticipated challenges during the collabo-
ration with refugee musicians when they had to negotiate the individual aspirations of 
actors involved. For example, sousaphone player Peter Birkenhauer emphasized in an 
interview how the band felt overstrained when an alternating number of refugees with 
and without musical talent would attend weekly rehearsals, each individually address-
ing different expectations to the group and each band member perceiving differently 
the responsibility to be shouldered.35 The agency that the performances of the band 
symbolized relied on the performance of those social actors who otherwise would not 
have a part. Refugee performers became essential figures for communicating the 
group’s politics.  
However, the way in which refugee actors were able to enact themselves through 
musical performance with Others depended on their compliance with the ideological 
framework of the band. The group’s primary focus was to make music together and 
perform community through difference. That notion of multiculture initially rested on 
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Esser’s ‘integrationist’ principles which required cultural Others to do the work to have 
a part; it needed them to assimilate. Even though refugee performers wanted to be part 
of the community in which they played, their aspirations and expectations differed from 
those of resident performers with regard to the economic benefit to which their activism 
would lead.  
Such disparities make palpable the manner in which the band relied on the very 
structures that it sought to challenge. Some refugee musicians who had worked as pro-
fessional performers in their homeland demanded comparable forms of compensation 
for their work in Germany. Peter states that these musicians perceived their involve-
ment with the band as labor and did not understand why they should perform for less 
or for free. They knew that the value of the project depended on their participation and 
even though they enjoyed making music with resident musicians, their aspirations that 
this alliance would lead to the imagined economic capital was not fulfilled. They rec-
ognized that their performance of their culture through music was also a material re-
production of their bodies within the capitalist system. Performers who were unwilling 
to compromise on their personal expectations for the cooperative alliance therefore left 
the project.  
Part of the reason why compensations for performers became an issue in the band 
were the state regulations that prohibited resident musicians from distributing the earn-
ings from concerts to refugee band members. Access to the labor market for refugees 
in Germany is restricted by laws and regulations that prevent illegalized individuals, 
i.e. those refugees with uncertain or denied legal status, from participating without a 
permission to engage in work from immigration authorities.36 Furthermore, even 
though the band had already performed at more than one hundred demonstrations and 
organized their own subversive forms of resistance to the politics of PEGIDA,37 the 
financial support that it was able to acquire for its work was very limited. As a loose 
ensemble, the band was not eligible to receive donations from individual corporations 
or financial subsidies by the state. The Ministry of Equality and Integration leads cul-
tural policy for projects like the band who work to integrate migrants and refugees into 
the German society. The Ministry organizes the distribution of financial subsidies for 
such projects but only under the premise that receiving entities operate as legal associ-
ations.38  
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Adopting corporate structures when becoming a private corporation in late 2015 
finally enabled the band to receive financial and organizational support. It cooperated 
with the local Cellex Foundation for access to subsidies, and re-titled itself Banda In-
ternationale [henceforth BI], a project that followed the ‘integrationist’ agenda. The 
corporate structures that came with this alliance were new for band members. Clarinet-
ist Michal Tomaszewski described in an interview how, suddenly, the band adopted the 
form of a branded institution with a new identity that had to deal with the new complex 
organizational requirements typical of a corporation.39  
Effectively, the band’s efforts began to be held to new standards. With the comple-
tion and approval of their funding request to realize the project BI, they had to construct 
and assign new responsibilities, such as treasury, public relations, legal team, and book-
ing that had not existed before. They had to harmonize these corporate responsibilities 
with the moral intentions of their project. However, different from the constitution of 
an institutionalized corporation, much of the work by band members depended on vol-
untary work. That meant that countless hours were spent without compensation at im-
migration offices, in rehearsal spaces, or studying legal documents. Peter describes that 
“the band was at risk of overheating.”40 New social dependencies emerged that went 
way beyond an idealized band project that was interested in musical exchange, but in-
stead faced tedious, yet significant issues of administration, bureaucracy, and finance.  
As responsibilities were assigned, the musicians also had to coordinate new power 
structures that evolved from the corporate model of operation. Alfred recalls this period 
as follows:  
But really, who wanted what from who, and how does all of this work? You know? 
Right? What does this mean? Well, see you next week. No structure, you know! 
No structure! Who from the band would say, hey you’re in and you’re not. Well, 
no idea! Absolute helplessness, you know? And well, we really had to, and that 
was difficult for us because we are some kind of a hippie band that has a hard time 
excluding people, or telling people openly “well, you can’t do that!” We also had 
to learn that, and we’ve gotten better at it. You know, at having some clarity. Even 
the guys can now better deal with that clarity. Somehow this developed recipro-
cally.41 
Alfred’s statement alludes to how resident performers perceived the process of corpo-
ratization. It introduced hierarchies to the band with which performers were unfamiliar 
and which they did not want to adopt. Alfred’s perception of the chaotic transition phase 
also mimics a clash of his personal expectations with the cosmopolitanism underlying 
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urban multiculture. Cosmopolitanism postulates a certain kind of hospitality that ac-
cording to Jacques Derrida is the ethics upon which human relations are formed.42 Ur-
ban multi-culture tries to embody this notion by using the concept of multiculturalism 
to describe the co-existence and inclusion of distinct cultural, ethnic, or religious 
groups in which each group assumes equal rights and visibility.43 The cosmopolitan 
idea links intercultural interactions in the band to the enactment of citizenship. Through 
the practices of everyday life, like the creative organization of participation in rehearsal 
spaces and the systemization of order for musical participation, the band performs cit-
izenship. According to Isin, “citizenship, especially democratic citizenship, depends on 
the creative and organizing capacities of citizens whose performance of citizenship is 
not only the driving force for change but also the guarantee of the vitality and resilience 
of the polity.”44 The musical collaboration in BI is imbued by the underlying normative 
principle of cosmopolitanism which guides how the transformation into a band project 
is imagined. It reveals this transition as a dynamic process that reproduced and en-
hanced creative forms of organization within which individuals evolved as citizen-like 
subjects.  
With the help of organizing sponsorships, the band could better establish responsi-
bilities for different newcomers, which, on the one hand, contributed to closer relations 
in smaller groups of performers, but it also led to disparities in the group as a whole. 
Formalizing the internal organization of BI produced new bureaucracies that impacted 
the ways the band project could serve refugee performers as an amplifier for perform-
ing civic duties. For example, as a result of refugee members’ illegalized or uncertain 
legal status, participation in the structural organization and development of the band 
could be limited. The legal restraints of the state demanded refugees’ regular visits at 
immigration offices and restricted their movement to a 50 km radius of their residence. 
These limitations prevented some refugee musicians from assuming permanent duties 
in the band. This development contradicted the aspirations of members to use their 
work as a technology of producing agency, as Sakakeeny described it, and left primarily 
resident musicians in charge.45 Even though the performance of music in contested 
spaces as a performance of citizenship and politics gave birth to new ways of partici-
pation. Long-term structures revealed that much of the responsibility still rested on the 
shoulders of residents. Only they possessed the legal requirements to reperform activ-
ism, making the practice of performing politics a strenuous endeavor.  
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To avoid a collapse under the weight of these new responsibilities, musicians had to 
re-allocate power and shift from an equal distribution of tasks to a better instrumental-
ization of resources. Their cooperative engagement as a loosely affiliated group with 
shared interests became evermore a corporate community. The band had to develop an 
idea of their political activism that would take constraining factors into account. Its 
political strategies and positions had to be sensitive to the structural environment of the 
state and accommodate the framework of ‘integration’ in its work. Some of the musi-
cians’ political activities, like the representation of their work as a prime example for 
successful integration of refugees into German communities, may have been incon-
sistent with internal aspirations but had future long-term advantages that allowed for 
coalition building with state and policy-actors. BI became in demand at political dis-
cussions and events at which policymakers debated strategies. This mode of operating 
is typical of corporations’ political activism but came at the cost of weakening the 
band’s mission of elevating marginalized members.46 The experiences that refugee 
members made during this process resonates with Stahl’s argument that the immanent 
norms of social practices in which actors participate justify their demands for changes 
of the social structure under which they operate.47 The following section describes the 
way that this claim manifested itself in the musical products that musicians created 
after the completion of BI.  
4_Representations of Citizenship in Musical Products 
Musicians continued to build their collaborative music-making on the principles of mu-
sic’s political value. The production of musical material focused on determining where 
possibilities for musical intervention lied that could amplify the politics of the band. 
Over time, refugee members overcame linguistic barriers and acted able-voiced to ex-
press their visions and concerns in the collective. For example, Michal described in an 
interview that the band more and more deliberated on what their work meant for the 
creation of a new sense of home, and how it could contribute to it.48 Oud player Thabet 
refers to this process as the development of friendships in which hospitality for each 
other enabled new musical collaborations and fostered the invention of new work. 49  
Banda Internationale interrogated the notion of ‘home’ and belonging in their work 
more so than before. Inspired by the Arne Birkenstock and Jan Tengeler’s 2012 pro-
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duction Sound of Heimat-Deutschland singt50 that presented variations of ‘Heimat-
musik’ [music of the homeland] throughout regions and genres in Germany, Michal 
encouraged the band to thematize the notions of home/homing/making home that em-
anated naturally from the musical collaboration. That thematic shift in the band’s work 
is particularly visible in the representations of political messages on their album covers 
for BI’s Welcome to the Hotel Leonardo (fig. 1) and Banda Internationale’s Kimlik (fig. 
2).  
 
Fig. 1: Album cover Welcome to the Hotel Leonardo by Banda Internationale.51 
Illustrated on the cover is a performance of the band’s collaboration with the German 
punk band Feine Sahne Fischfilet in Boizenburg in the summer of 2016. The snapshot 
of that performance focuses on Ezé (third from the left), Hamid (second from the left), 
and Akram (sitting at the cello), captioned by the Arabic translation of the band’s name 
and the title of the album. The term “Hotel Leonardo” references the very first encoun-
ter of Banda Comunale with refugees in Freital because it was the name of the contested 
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refugee accommodation facility. The scene is superimposed by the body of an audience 
member in front of the stage while other band members remain in the background. The 
image conveys the notion that this assemblage of culturally and ethnically different 
actors is something unique. It frames a positive, celebratory, open musical space on 
stage that allows ‘newcomers’ to shine, and welcomes them with open arms in their 
new community in Dresden. 
The illustration on the CD cover reiterates Germany’s welcoming culture that state-
funded culture and language integration initiatives embody and proclaim. It insinuates 
Esser’s integration paradigm for which hospitality and participation are contingent on 
participating in the German integration system. Institutions and projects which seek to 
enable migrants and refugees as able participants, contributors, and benefactors of so-
ciety promise belonging. However, belonging in that ‘new home’ is often much more 
complex. Take, for example, the experience of cellist Akram’s of living in an outer 
district of the city (Gorbitz), which he shared in an interview with me: 
[… As] a young man, you want to do something. And then I felt like, hey, what 
can I even do here? […] And then Martin [trombonist] said “Do you know Neu-
stadt [a liberal Dresden district]?” And so I said, “Nope, never heard of it.” […] 
And then we went to Neustadt and there I thought, wow, here I’m in the right 
place. Back then, I thought I was truly not in the right place, and that I might have 
to switch [cities]. That’s what was missing in [Dresden-Gorbitz], cause you notice 
that somehow it’s your fault, even though you know it’s not your fault, that you 
ended up here.52 
As the quote above suggests, Akram experienced discrimination and a lack of opportu-
nities in the part of the city where he first lived. In order to have a part in the urban 
multi-culture, he needed to establish personal connections to band members like Mar-
tin, gain cultural and linguistic competence, and that way find a place in the city with 
which he could identify. His story drew my attention to the way BI provided aid struc-
tures for refugee musicians to socialize but also to how Akram’s struggle was contin-
gent on the normative principle of assimilation to survive in the social order of the city. 
Him taking risks in a situation of uncertainty became his mode of innovation that would 
lead him to rediscover spaces within the city in which he could be visible, act, and 
enjoy citizen-like rights as a performer of music. Akram’s emancipation “[stemmed] 
from the contradictions within the social space [that he inhabited] and its power struc-
tures.”53  
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The cover (see fig. 1) does not point to such challenges and the processual nature of 
making Dresden a home. One reason for that seemed to have been the constraints of 
BI’s relationship with the Cellex Foundation whose external expectations needed the 
band to produce affirmative representations. At the end of 2016, the band discontinued 
their contract with the Cellex Foundation to regain their artistic freedom as articulated 
in the album’s booklet: 
The one thing that we know after this crazy, turbulent, and also exhausting year 
has already become clear: We are and we do not wish to be a showcase project for 
successful integration and socio-cultural participation because we are a few steps 
further ahead: Together we have grown into a tight loud band that has fascinating 
ideas, specific visions, and a distinct political voice. No one wishes to be defined 
by his refugee status any longer.54 
Banda Internationale continued to compose new strategies for intervention in the city 
and larger Saxony, starting state-funded music education workshops in 2017. As a way 
to destabilize xenophobia towards Arabs and Others, band members Qutaiba,55 Thabet, 
and Akram took on the responsibility of organizing and conducting workshop segments 
that emphasize their knowledge of drumming, melodies, and dance to connect with 
students and enter into a dialogue. Their music education concept accentuates how cul-
ture comes into being and how different cultures come into contact with each other to 
highlight how cultural knowledges travel across borders and throughout history. The 
practice of acting and representing their own histories speaks to how Qutaiba, Thabet, 
and Akram carved out their ways of politicizing their musical practice. In a space in 
which they had no part as refugee members of society with limited access to pedagog-
ical interventions in the education system, these musicians, alongside other band mem-
bers, performed politics against their invisibility to counter how images are produced 
for them as Others. Using lucid techniques, they point to misrepresentations of their 
culture and histories in the educational setting, and simultaneously explore new social 
spaces for cross-cultural contact. As co-producers of such counter-narratives, these mu-
sicians inverted the dominant frameworks of representation.  
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Fig. 2: Album cover Kimlik.56 
The reciprocal processes presented in workshop settings can also be found in Banda 
Internationale’s 2017 album Kimlik, which engages with experiences of borders and 
border crossings in a selection of fourteen songs, ranging from instrumental to vocal-
ized pieces in a range of different languages (see fig. 2). Three additional interludes 
embed the music into the context of the city of Dresden and into its political debates 
about refugees and migration. “Kimlik” is the Turkish term for a temporary identifica-
tion card issued to refugees by the UNHCR.57 While the political message of the album 
primarily speaks to the crisis of refugees traversing through and living in Turkey, it also 
resonates with how the notion of temporary residence speaks to the work of Banda 
Internationale since its departure from Banda Comunale. It calls out the discriminatory 
regulations of refugee movement in Germany and the narrowing legal opportunities for 
citizenship.  
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5_Conclusions 
As demonstrated in the previous sections, we can learn from the experiences of Banda 
Internationale that even though framing its normative ethics alongside notions of an 
‘integration project’ facilitated resources for the activist work, it also reproduced the 
exact structures of marginalization against which those ethics were directed. While this 
struggle for belonging and citizen-like participation might imply that “immanent pro-
cesses of social development have negative or at best indeterminate consequences,”58 
the social practices of the band have shown that the social world always involves both 
opportunity and threat. Social action in the band is somewhat driven by normative prin-
ciples of the structures of the nation-state and risk-infused future thinking. The trans-
formative potential of the band’s work lies within this tension.  
Stahl’s practice-based critique helps to understand how the dilemmas that the nor-
mative principles of assimilation, cosmopolitanism, hospitality, integration, and multi-
culturalism pose for the needs and practices of the band also become their modes of 
innovation and motor to continue to evolve and struggle through them. Beyond the 
explicit understanding of its members, Banda Internationale engaged with the ‘integra-
tionist’ paradigm in the setting of the urban multi-culture in Dresden to examine and 
reform its practices. Through the disruptive power, the politics according to Rancière, 
of music, illegalized musicians perform citizenship in protest settings. They make cre-
ative forms of corporate band organization and music education their technologies of 
agency that produce subjectivities, identity, and culture in Sakakeeny’s sense. Their 
self-referential engagement with the notion of home and belonging in their music pro-
vokes contradictions in social and musical practice. By bringing this paradox onto the 
stage, performers act as “active subjects who organize their lives under complicated 
conditions of disenfranchisement”59 but who refuse to accept social exclusion. Thus, 
what the activist initiative set out to achieve is realized as part of an ongoing struggle, 
in which a more just amplification of stories and voices awaits as the ultimate goal at 
the end of the road. 
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